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Electronic and Print Textbooks MathBook XML

•Separate structure and content from presentation

•Obtain multiple outputs from single source

•Markup with author-friendly XML, process with XSL stylesheets

•Output: Highly interactive web pages with sophisticated navigation

•Output: High quality print and PDF via LATEX

Education Research Study

•Describe teacher and student use of electronic and print textbooks,
inside and outside of the classroom

•Two open electronic textbooks, linear algebra and abstract algebra

•Sixteen courses at eleven institutions
(variation by research intensity, size, location)

•Develop instruments and processes for data collection via:

– a full term of teaching with periodic logs filled by teachers and students
– an in-situ visit for observation and discussion of textbook use
– beginning and end of term assessment of student growth

(mathematical maturity and course content knowledge)
– a match of data collected automatically with observations of use

•Document similarities and differences between uses of electronic
and identical (PDF or print) versions

•Design recommendations based on uses of the textbooks

American Institute of Mathematics’
Open Textbook Initiative

• 44 vetted and approved undergraduate mathematics textbooks

•Editorial Board

•Evaluation Criteria

•Author’s Guide

Workshop

May 2017, Tacoma: “The integration of online materials and online textbooks”

Embedded Sage Cells

Evaluation
External project evaluation provides formative and summative evaluation on pro-
cesses, program events, research implementations, and participant feedback,
using survey, interview, SMC usage, and observational data.

Advisory Board

• Jason Grout, Scientific Software Developer, Bloomberg LP

•Kiran Kedlaya, Professor, U of California, San Diego

•Gavin LaRose, Lecturer, Instructional Technology Manager, U of Michigan

•William Stein, Professor, U of Washington; CEO, Founder, SageMath, Inc.
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